Experiences of social rejection or loss have been described as some of the most ''painful'' experiences that we, as humans, face and perhaps for good reason. Because of our prolonged period of immaturity, the social attachment system may have co-opted the pain system, borrowing the pain signal to prevent the detrimental consequences of social separation. This review summarizes a program of research that has explored the idea that experiences of physical pain and social pain rely on shared neural substrates. First, evidence showing that social pain activates pain-related neural regions is reviewed. Then, studies exploring some of the expected consequences of such a physical painYsocial pain overlap are summarized. These studies demonstrate that a) individuals who are more sensitive to one kind of pain are also more sensitive to the other and b) factors that increase or decrease one kind of pain alter the other in a similar manner. Finally, what these shared neural substrates mean for our understanding of socially painful experience is discussed. Key words: social pain, physical pain, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, anterior insula, brain, f MRI. dACC = dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; AI = anterior insula; S1 = primary somatosensory cortex; S2 = secondary somatosensory cortex; fMRI = functional magnetic resonance imaging.
INTRODUCTION
P sychologists have long noted the importance of social connection for human survival and have suggested that humans have a fundamental ''need to belong'' or to be socially connected to others (1Y3). Recent models have attempted to advance this idea further by proposing that, like other basic needs, a lack of social connection may feel ''painful.'' Specifically, we and others have argued that there may be an overlap in the neural circuitry underlying experiences of physical pain and ''social pain''Vthe painful feelings following social rejection or social loss (4Y8).
From an evolutionary perspective, the idea that a lack of social connection feels painful makes good sense. As mammalian species, humans are born relatively immature, without the capacity to feed or fend for themselves and instead rely almost completely on a caregiver to provide care and nourishment. Because of this prolonged period of mammalian immaturity, the social attachment systemVwhich promotes social bondingVmay have piggybacked onto the physical pain system, borrowing the pain signal itself to indicate when social relationships are threatened, thus promoting survival (8) . In other words, to the extent that being separated from a caregiver is such a severe threat to survival, being ''hurt'' by experiences of social separation may be an adaptive way to prevent them.
Indeed, our language provides nice anecdotal evidence for the hypothesis that social pain and physical pain rely on shared neural circuitry. Specifically, when we describe experiences of social painVsocial rejection or social lossVwe often do so with physical pain words, complaining of ''hurt feelings'' or ''broken hearts.'' In fact, this pattern has been shown to exist across many different languages and is not unique to the English language (8) . Moreover, at least in the English language, we have no other means of expressing these hurt feelings other than through the use of physical pain words. Still, linguistic evidence alone does not substantiate the claim that physical and social pain processes overlap. One way to more convincingly demonstrate an overlap in the mechanisms that support physical and social pain processes is to show that they rely on shared neural substrates.
Over the past several years, we have directly investigated the hypothesis that physical and social pain processes overlap using a variety of different methodologies, including behavioral, genetic, and neuroimaging approaches. As a first test of this hypothesis, we have investigated whether experiences of social pain activate neural regions that are typically implicated in physical pain processing. As a second test, we have investigated whether there is evidence for some of the expected consequences of such an overlap. For example, we have explored whether individuals who are more sensitive to one kind of pain are also more sensitive to the other because individual differences in the functioning of this shared, underlying circuitry should be manifested in both kinds of pain. We have also explored whether altering (increasing or decreasing) one type of painful experience alters the other in a similar manner. I review the evidence accumulated through these investigations ( Fig. 1 for a conceptual model). Together, these data support the idea that experiences of social rejection, exclusion, or loss may be described as painful because they rely, in part, on pain-related neural circuitry.
SOCIAL PAIN RELIES ON PHYSICAL PAINYRELATED NEURAL REGIONS
Physical pain experience can be subdivided into two components, which rely on different neural substrates. These two components include a) a sensory component, which codes for the discriminative aspects of pain (e.g., location, intensity, duration), and b) an affective component, which codes for the unpleasant aspects of pain (e.g., distressing, suffering) (9) . Based on the importance of the affective component of physical pain for signaling a negative state and motivating behaviors aimed at reducing it, we have hypothesized that the affective, rather than the sensory, component of pain would be more critical for understanding feelings of social pain. However, it is possible that the sensory component of pain is involved as well because somatic complaints can often accompany feelings of social pain (10) .
Neural Correlates of the Affective Component of Physical Pain
Considerable neuropsychological and neuroimaging research has demonstrated that the affective or unpleasant component of physical pain is processed, in part, by the dorsal portion of the anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) and the anterior insula (AI) (11Y14), whereas the sensory component of pain is processed by the primary and secondary somatosensory cortices (S1 and S2) and the posterior insula (11, 15, 16) . Thus, patients with chronic pain who have undergone cingulotomyVa surgery in which a portion of the dACC is lesioned (17)Vreport that they can still feel and localize pain sensation (sensory component intact) but that the pain no longer ''bothers'' them (18, 19) . Insular lesions result in similar reductions in emotional responses to painful stimuli (20) . Interestingly, lesions to the somatosensory cortices (S1/S2), associated with the sensory component of pain, disrupt one's ability to localize painful stimuli but leave the distress of painful experience intact (21) .
Neuroimaging studies have largely supported these neuropsychological findings by showing that both the dACC and AI track the affective component of pain. Thus, subjects hypnotized to selectively increase the ''unpleasantness'' of noxious stimuli (affective component) without altering the intensity (sensory component) showed increased activity in the dACC without altered activity in S1 (related to the sensory component of pain) (22) . Moreover, self-reports of pain unpleasantness correlate specifically with activity in the dACC (12, 23) and bilateral AI (24) . Alternatively, manipulations that increase the felt intensity of painful stimulation activate S1 and S2/posterior insula (11,13,16,25Y28) .
Because the dACC and AI are involved in the distress of physical pain, these regions may also play a role in socially painful experience. As further evidence for this possibility, research in nonhuman mammals has demonstrated that some of these same affective pain-related regions also contribute to certain separation distress behaviors, such as distress vocalizations.
Neural Correlates of Separation Distress Behaviors
In many mammalian species, infants produce distress vocalizations following caregiver separation to signal the caregiver to retrieve the infant. These vocalizations are presumed to reflect some degree of distress due to separation and serve the adaptive purpose of reducing prolonged separation from a caregiver. Highlighting a role for the ACC in distress vocalizations, it has been shown that lesions to the ACC (that include both dorsal and ventral regions) eliminate the production of these distress vocalizations (29, 30) , whereas electrical stimulation of the ACC can lead to the spontaneous production of these vocalizations (31, 32) . Similar findings have not been observed for the AI. However, other regions that play a role in pain processing, such as the periaqueductal gray, have also been shown to be involved in eliciting distress vocalizations (33) . Based on research highlighting a role for the dACC and AI in the distressing experience of physical pain and a role for the ACC in separation distress behaviors in nonhuman mammals, we explored whether these same regions were involved in experiences of social pain in humans.
Neural Correlates of Social Pain in Humans
In the first study of social exclusion in humans (34) , participants completed a neuroimaging session while playing an interactive virtual ball-tossing game (''Cyberball''; adapted from Williams et al. (35) ) over the Internet with two other individuals. Unbeknownst to participants, they were actually playing with a preset computer program. Participants completed one round of the ball-tossing game in which they were included in the game and a second round in which they were excluded partway through the game. In response to being excluded from the game, compared with when being included, participants showed increased activity in both the dACC and AIVa pattern very similar to what is typically observed in studies of physical pain. Moreover, individuals who showed greater activity in the dACC reported stronger feelings of social distress (e.g., ''I felt rejected,'' ''I felt meaningless'') in response to the exclusion episode ( Fig. 2 ). Thus, for the first time in humans, it was demonstrated that an experience of social exclusion activated neural regions typically associated with physical pain distress.
Subsequent studies, using variations of the ball-tossing game described previously, have produced similar findings. Thus, several studies have shown increased activity in the dACC and/or AI in response to social exclusion (36Y40) and a positive correlation between greater activity in the dACC and/or AI and greater self-reported social distress in response to social exclusion (37,41Y44).
In addition, individual difference factors that typically reduce or enhance responses to social exclusion (e.g., social support, anxious attachment) demonstrate the expected relationships with neural activity. Thus, individuals with more social support or who spend more time with friendsVfactors that should mitigate the negative effects of exclusionVshow re-duced activity in the dACC and AI in response to social exclusion (38, 42) . Conversely, individuals who score higher in anxious attachment, the tendency to worry about rejection from close others, show increased activity in the dACC and AI in response to social exclusion (41) . Similarly, individuals with lower self-esteem (versus higher self-esteem) report feeling more hurt in response to social exclusion and show greater activity in the dACC (45) . Finally, greater self-reported social disconnection during real-world social interactions is associated with greater activity in the dACC (as well as the periaqueductal gray) in response to social exclusion (46) .
Building on this, a recent study demonstrated that, within the same subjects, an experience of social rejection and an experience of physical pain activated overlapping neural regions. In this study, subjects who recently experienced an unwanted romantic relationship breakup completed two tasks. In one task, they were asked to view a picture of the person who recently broke up with them and to think back to that experience of rejection. In another task, they received painful heat stimulation. Results from this study showed increased activity in the dACC and AI (as well as increased activity in sensory-related regions: S2 and posterior insula) both in response to reliving the rejection experience and in response to the painful heat stimulation (47) . As such, this study demonstrates that experiences of rejection and physical pain, when administered within the same individuals, activate common neural regions.
In addition, negative social evaluation, which involves receiving rejecting feedback from others, activates these painrelated regions as well. In one study (modeled after a behavioral paradigm (48)), participants were told that another subject (who was actually a confederate) would serve as an evaluatorV providing the participant with some feedback on an interview that he/she completed earlier. During the scanning session, participants believed that the evaluator was listening to their interview and choosing a new descriptive adjective, every 10 seconds, to indicate their impressions of the participant's interview (the feedback was the same for each participant). Feedback words were preselected to be interpreted as rejecting (e.g., ''boring''), neutral (e.g., ''spontaneous''), or accepting (e.g., ''intelligent''). Participants were also asked to rate how they felt in response to each new feedback word. Results demonstrated, not surprisingly, that participants felt significantly worse after the rejecting feedback. Moreover, to the extent that participants reported feeling worse in response to the feedback words, they showed greater activity, once again, in both the dACC and bilateral AI (49) .
Interestingly, the dACC and AI may be responsive, not only to experiences of rejection but also to cues that represent or signal social rejection (or the possibility of social rejection) as well. Thus, studies that have simply used rejection-themed images or facial expressions have shown similar effects to those that have attempted to induce a socially painful experience. For example, in response to viewing rejection-themed images (paintings by Edward Hopper) versus acceptance-themed images (paintings by August Renoir), participants showed increased activity in both the dACC and AI (50) . Moreover, in another study, individuals who scored higher in rejection sensitivity showed greater dACC activity in response to viewing videos of individuals making disapproving facial expressionsVa potential cue of social rejectionVeven when they knew that the videos were not personally directed at them (51) .
Finally, research has demonstrated that other types of socially painful experiences, such as experiences of social loss, can activate these pain-related neural regions as well. For example, bereaved participants who viewed pictures of their deceased first-degree relative (versus pictures of a stranger) showed greater activity in the dACC and AI (52, 53) . Moreover, females who lost an unborn child, compared with those who delivered a healthy child, showed greater activity in the dACC in response to viewing pictures of smiling baby faces (54) . Thus, various types of socially painful experiencesV including bereavementVmay activate these pain-related neural regions as well.
Summary
Together, the evidence reviewed here supports the first test of the physical painYsocial pain overlap, namely, that experiences of social pain activate neural regions that are also involved in physical pain processing. Although this work is informative, it will be important for future research to continue to examine whether experiences of social pain and physical pain lead to overlapping neural activity within the same subjects (as was done previously (47)). It will also be important for future research to further explore the factors that contribute to the observed variability in the precise location of the activations across studies.
EXPECTED CONSEQUENCES OF A PHYSICAL PAINYSOCIAL PAIN OVERLAP
To the extent that physical and social pain processes rely on shared neural substrates, there should be several expected consequences. First, because both physical pain and social pain are governed by some of the same underlying neural circuitry, individuals who are more sensitive to one kind of pain should also be more sensitive to the other. Second, because altering one type of pain should alter the underlying neural system that supports both types of pain experience, factors that either increase or decrease one type of pain should alter the other type of pain in a similar manner ( Fig. 1 ). I will review evidence for each of these hypothesized consequences of a physical painYsocial pain overlap. I will then discuss several other possible consequences of this overlap that have remained largely unexplored.
Are Individuals Who Are More Sensitive to One Kind of Pain Also More Sensitive to the Other? To the extent that physical pain and social pain rely on overlapping neural regions, individual differences in sensitivity to physical pain should relate to individual differences in sensitivity to social pain. Indeed, we have demonstrated this pattern across two studies. In one study, we examined whether baseline sensitivity to physical pain related to subsequent self-reports of sensitivity to an experience of social exclusion (55) . To assess baseline pain sensitivity, we exposed subjects to painful heat stimuli and measured the temperature at which each subject reported the painful stimuli to be ''very unpleasant'' (an index of the affective component of pain). Subjects then completed a round of the Cyberball game in which they were socially excluded and asked to report on how much social distress (e.g., ''I felt rejected,'' ''I felt meaningless'') they felt in response. As expected, individuals who displayed greater baseline pain sensitivity also reported feeling higher levels of social distress after exclusion. This effect remained after controlling for neuroticism and trait anxiety, implying that these results were not simply because of subjects being more sensitive to negative affect more generally.
In a subsequent study, we demonstrated that a genetic correlate of physical pain sensitivity, specifically variability in the K-opioid receptor gene (OPRM1), related to social pain sensitivity (56) . Previous research has identified a polymorphism in the OPRM1 (A118G) that is associated with physical pain sensitivity; individuals who carry the rare G allele tend to experience more physical pain and need more morphine to deal with pain (57Y59). We examined whether this polymorphism also related to social pain sensitivity. To do this, participants (n = 125) were genotyped for the OPRM1 gene and completed a self-report measure of trait sensitivity to rejection (Mehrabian Sensitivity to Rejection Scale (60); e.g., ''I am very sensitive to any signs that a person might not want to talk to me''). After this, a subset of these participants (n = 30) completed the Cyberball game in the scanner in which they were socially included and then excluded. Results demonstrated that G allele carriersVpreviously shown to be more sensitive to physical painValso reported significantly higher levels of rejection sensitivity. Moreover, neuroimaging analyses revealed that G allele carriers showed greater activity in the dACC and AI in response to social exclusion (Fig. 3) . Thus, a genetic correlate of physical pain sensitivity related to both a self-report and a neural measure of social pain sensitivity.
Does Altering One Type of Pain Experience Alter the Other in a Similar Manner?
A second consequence of a physical painYsocial pain overlap is that factors that increase or decrease one type of pain experience should have a parallel effect on the other type of pain experience. I review studies related to each of the variants of this hypothesis.
Factors That Increase Social Pain Should Increase Physical Pain
To begin to explore the parallel nature of augmenting physical pain and social pain, we investigated whether an experience of social exclusion increased sensitivity to experimental pain stimuli (55) . In this study, participants were randomly assigned to play a round of the Cyberball game in which they were either included or excluded. Then, toward the end of the game, participants received three painful heat stimuli (customized to each participant's pain threshold) to their forearm and were asked to rate the unpleasantness of each stimulus (which indexes the affective component of pain). After the game concluded, participants rated how much social distress they felt in response to the Cyberball game. Although there was no main effect of exclusion versus inclusion on pain ratings (e.g., excluded individuals did not report higher pain ratings in response to the heat stimuli than included individuals), we found that, among excluded subjects, those who felt the most social distress in response to being excluded also reported the highest pain ratings in response to the heat stimuli. In other words, when taking individual differences in susceptibility to social pain into account, those who were more hurt by social exclusion also reported feeling more pain in response to the heat stimuli. Importantly, this effect remained after controlling for neuroticism, suggesting that the positive relationship between social distress and pain distress was not due solely to a greater tendency to report negative affect and could reflect a more specific relationship between physical and social pain processes. Thus, although this finding is correlational, it suggests that augmented sensitivity to one type of pain is related to augmented sensitivity to the other (c.f., DeWall and Baumeister (61)).
Factors That Increase Physical Pain Should Increase Social Pain
We have also explored whether factors that increase physical pain, such as inflammatory activity, can increase experiences of social pain as well. Inflammatory activity is the body's first line of defense against illness and infection. When a foreign agent is detected, the immune system responds by producing chemical messengers, called proinflammatory cytokines, which have several physiological and behavioral consequences. In addition to orchestrating an inflammatory response at the site of infection, proinflammatory cytokines also signal the brain to initiate ''sickness behavior''Va coordinated set of behaviors including fatigue and increased pain sensitivity, which are hypothesized to promote recovery and recuperation from illness (62) . Because heightened physical pain sensitivity is commonly induced by inflammation (63), we examined whether inflammatory mechanisms could also increase social pain sensitivity, as indexed by a heightened sense of social disconnection and greater neural sensitivity to social exclusion.
To examine this, participants (n = 39) were randomly assigned to receive either placebo or endotoxinVa bacterial agent that induces an inflammatory response. Participants were then asked to report hourly on their feelings of social disconnection (e.g., ''I feel disconnected from others,'' ''I feel overly sensitive around others [e.g., my feelings are easily hurt]''). In addition, participants completed the Cyberball social exclusion task in the functional magnetic resonance imaging (f MRI) scanner during the time of peak cytokine response (2 hours after endotoxin infusion). Results revealed that participants exposed to endotoxin versus placebo showed a greater increase over time in feelings of social disconnection (which resolved by the study's end) (64) . Moreover, among subjects exposed to endotoxin, those who showed the largest increase in interleukin 6, one type of proinflammatory cytokine, also showed the greatest neural activity in the dACC and AI in response to social exclusion (65) . It is important to note that subjects exposed to endotoxin did not simply display hypersensitivity to all stimuli. A separate reward-related task demonstrated the opposite effect; subjects exposed to endotoxin (versus placebo) displayed reduced reward-related neural activity to the anticipation of monetary rewards (66) . In sum, inflammation, known to increase physical pain sensitivity, also seems to increase feelings of social disconnection and neural sensitivity to social pain.
Factors That Decrease Social Pain Should Decrease Physical Pain
In addition to exploring factors that increase physical or social pain, we have also examined factors that decrease these painful experiences. For example, we have examined whether social support, typically assumed to reduce experiences of social pain or loneliness (38, 42) , can also reduce experiences of physical pain. Although substantial correlational research has demonstrated that those who have more social support tend to experience less physical pain across a number of domains, such as during childbirth and after surgery (67Y69), far less research has examined the causal effect of social support on physical pain.
To examine whether social support causally reduces physical pain experience, female participants in long-term romantic relationships received a series of painful heat stimuli as they completed several different experimental conditions, which included holding their partner's hand (social support) versus a stranger's hand or a squeeze ball (control conditions) and viewing pictures of their partner (social support) versus pictures of a stranger or an object (control conditions). Results revealed that participants reported significantly lower pain ratings in the social support conditionsVeither when they were holding their partner's hand or when they were viewing a picture of their partner (70) . Indeed, this finding of decreased pain ratings in response to viewing pictures of their partner has now been replicated across two fMRI studies (71, 72) . Moreover, in these studies, participants showed significantly less activity in the dACC and/or AI when viewing pictures of their partners (versus control images) (71, 72) . Thus, simple reminders of one's social support figure may be capable of directly reducing the experience of physical pain, not just social pain.
Factors That Decrease Physical Pain Should Decrease Social Pain
Finally, we have examined whether Tylenol (acetaminophen), typically thought to reduce physical pain, can also reduce social pain (36) . Participants were randomly assigned to take either a normal dose of Tylenol (1000 mg/day) or placebo each day for 3 weeks. Every night, over this 3-week period, participants were asked to rate their daily hurt feelings (e.g., ''Today, I rarely felt hurt by what other people said or did to me'' [reverse scored]). Results demonstrated that participants in the Tylenol condition showed a significant decrease in selfreported hurt feelings over time, whereas participants in the placebo condition showed no significant change.
To further explore the neural mechanisms that might underlie these changes in self-reported hurt feelings, in a second study, participants were randomly assigned to take either Tylenol (2000 mg/day) or placebo each day for a 3-week period. Then, at the end of the 3 weeks, participants completed the Cyberball social exclusion task in the f MRI scanner. Consistent with the results from the first study, participants in the Tylenol condition showed significantly less activity in the dACC and AI compared with subjects in the placebo condition, who showed normal increases in these regions (Fig. 4) . Thus, Tylenol, a physical painkiller, seems to act as a ''social painkiller'' as well.
Are There Other Consequences of a Physical PainYSocial Pain Overlap?
There are arguably several other consequences of a physical painYsocial pain overlap that have yet to be explored. Indeed, the psychological literature provides two nice examples of some elusive behavioral findings that might be better understood as a consequence of this overlap.
Social psychologists have long puzzled over the consistent finding that experiences of rejection or exclusion often lead to aggressive behavior (73Y75). From a logical perspective, aggression after rejection seems maladaptive because aggression is not conducive to reestablishing social ties and, if anything, makes social reconnection more difficult. However, if these results are interpreted in light of a physical painYsocial pain overlap, they begin to make more sense. The threat or experience of physical pain is known to result in aggressive action, and this behavior is typically viewed as adaptive. If one is being physically harmed, one may need to attack to defend oneself (76, 77) . When these findings are viewed in the context of a physical painYsocial pain overlap, it highlights the possibility that aggressive responses to rejection may be a byproduct of an adaptive response to physical pain, which was subsequently co-opted by the social pain system. In other words, although aggressive responses to rejection may be maladaptive in recreating social bonds, this response may reflect a conservation of behavioral responses that have been adaptive after physical harm.
A second example comes from research on physiological responses to stress. A growing body of research has demonstrated that experiences of social evaluation, such as giving a public speech, can trigger physiological stress responses, which are typically thought to mobilize energy to deal with threat (78) or to incite the immune system to prepare to deal with wounds after threat (79) . Although it makes sense that these physiological stress responses would be observed after basic physical threats (e.g., physical attacks, life-threatening events) (80) , it is more difficult to understand why these same processes would be triggered by situations that involve social evaluation or the possibility of social rejection. Why would individuals need to mobilize significant energy resources or prepare for wounding when faced with delivering a public speech? Again, viewing these findings from the lens of a physical painYsocial pain overlap may shed light on this question. If the brain interprets the threat of social evaluation or social rejection in the same manner as it interprets the threat of physical harm, biologic stress responses might be triggered to both for the simple reason that these two systems overlap. Another related possibility is that, given the importance of social inclusion for survival, the body may respond to social threat as it would to physical threat because of the survival disadvantage associated with social isolation.
Summary
To the extent that physical pain and social pain rely on shared neural circuitry, there should be several functional consequences. We have shown evidence for two of these consequences, namely, that individual differences in sensitivity to one kind of pain relate to individual differences in sensitivity to the other and that factors that modulate one type of pain experience affect the other in a similar manner. Future work will benefit from continuing to explore the consequences of a physical painYsocial pain overlap. Moreover, some puzzling findings, such as aggressive responses to social rejection or physiological stress responses to social evaluation, may be better interpreted and understood through this lens.
CAVEATS AND LIMITATIONS
Although exploring the similarities between physical pain and social pain has been an interesting and, at times, fruitful endeavor, it is important to note that there are several caveats and limitations to this approach. The first limitation is that it is difficult to determine whether the overlapping neural activity during physical pain and social pain is due to pain-related processing or some other kind of process. For example, although the dACC has been implicated in pain processing, it has also been implicated in other processes such as cognitive conflict detection (detecting conflicting response tendencies [e.g., Stroop task] or mismatches between intended and produced responses [e.g., error detection] or between what is expected and what is observed) (81) and autonomic activity (82) . Thus, it is not yet clear if the activations observed in the studies reviewed here are indicative of pain per se or some other underlying process. However, it is important to note that the dACC's role in cognitive conflict and autonomic activity is not incompatible with its role in pain distress. In fact, we have previously argued that conflict detection and distress may work together as two components of a more general neural alarm system (6) . Thus, in the same way that an alarm system requires a) a mechanism that detects discrepancies from a desired set point and b) an alarm bell that recruits attention toward fixing the problem, the dACC may be involved in detecting discrepancies from important goals (e.g., social connection) and triggering distress (and likely autonomic activity) to direct attention toward dealing with the problem at hand and correcting behavior. Future research will be needed to more carefully elucidate the precise neurocognitive computations that are instantiated in the dACC and AI in response to social and physical pain.
Another caveat to the findings reviewed here is that, although there is substantial evidence that physical and social pain overlap, these experiences and processes certainly do not overlap completely. Intuitively, we know this to be true because we can differentiate between pain due to a relationship snub and pain due to physical injury. Moreover, research has started to identify specific differences between these two types of pain experience. For example, Chen and colleagues (83) have shown that individuals can easily relive the pain of previous relationship breakups or other socially painful events; however, it is much harder and sometimes impossible to relive the pain of physical injury. This finding implies the operation of separate neural systems underlying these experiences as well. Thus, whereas it is important to examine the similarities underlying these types of experiences, it will also be important to clearly identify the differences and to establish the boundary conditions of the physical painYsocial pain overlap.
Furthermore, although it can be argued that feeling pain in response to social separation is a potent motivator of social connection, it is certainly not the only motivator. One of the other key factors that motivates social connection, currently missing from this line of research, is experiences of social pleasure. Indeed, we are currently turning our attention to exploring the neural correlates underlying the inherently pleasurable social experiences that motivate social connection. For example, we have recently observed that providing social support to a loved one in need activates neural regions that play a role in processing basic rewards, suggesting that it may be ''rewarding'' or reinforcing to be able to help a close other in need (84) . Future work will be required to more carefully investigate other forms of social experience that reinforce social connection as well.
CONCLUSIONS
In sum, the research reviewed here supports the idea that the pain of social rejection, exclusion, or loss may be more than just metaphorical by highlighting a common set of neural regions that underlie both social pain and physical pain. One of the key implications of these findings is that experiences of social exclusion or relationship loss may be just as emotionally distressing as experiences of physical pain. Although physical pain is typically regarded as more serious or objectively distressing because it has a clear biologic basis, the work reviewed here demonstrates that social pain could be argued to be just as distressing because it activates the same underlying neural machinery. These findings encourage us to think more carefully about the consequences of social rejection. For example, whereas physically hurting another individual is uniformly frowned on and typically punishable by law, rejecting someone else or inflicting social pain on someone is typically not held to the same standard. The work reviewed here suggests that our intuitions about and rules regarding social pain might be mis-guided and that these experiences might be just as damaging as experiences of physical pain. In fact, with regard to both mental and physical health, social painYrelated experiences may be quite detrimental. For example, those who have experienced the loss of a loved one (versus those who have not) are twice as likely to develop depression (85) , and those who have experienced social rejection are approximately 22 times more likely to develop depression (86) and do so more quickly (87) . Moreover, patients with somatoform pain or fibromyalgia, who experience pain with no medical explanation, report early experiences of social pain (emotional abuse, family conflict, and early parental loss) (88Y90), highlighting a potential link between these negative social experiences early on and later enhanced sensitivity to physical pain.
Finally, although experiences of social pain are clearly distressing and hurtful in the moment, it is important to remember that these painful feelings after social exclusion or broken social relationships also serve a valuable function, namely, to ensure the maintenance of close social ties. To the extent that being rejected hurts, individuals are motivated to avoid situations in which rejection is likely. Over the course of evolutionary history, avoiding social rejection and staying socially connected to others likely increased chances of survival, as being part of a group provided additional resources, protection, and safety. Thus, the experience of social pain, although distressing and hurtful in the short term, is an evolutionary adaptation that promotes social bonding and ultimately survival.
